•
PRECISION MEDICAL
CABINETRY
We can help you integrate computer
technology into everyday patient care.
Creating unctional workstations that can
co solidate multiple tasks into an easy to use
point of care system.
Superior performance, reducing maintenance
costs and a much greater life span, increasing
return of investment.
Our old down is at least 50% stronger than
our competitors, being able to withstand
4051bs makes our doors the strongest in the
industry.
Propriety to Precision Medical Cabinetry.

•
FULL CUSTOMIZATION
Wether it's cabinet size, placement,
components or even budget, our exible
design and manu'acturing allows us to meet
specific needs.
We have the ability to add or remove cabinet
components and create the product you
need.
Additional s orage, locking solutions,
computer equipment, medical periferals,
articulating arms, aethetics and more.
We strive to produce the correct product at
t e right price.

WA LLMOUNTE D COMPUTING CABINETS

•
ARTICULATING ARM CABINETS

•

Articulating arm cabinets create secure and
functional housing for wall mounted articulating
arms.
There are several styles of arms available. We
are able to integrate any arm into any design
to match specific requirements, such as space,
style and functionality.

SLIM LINE ARTICULATING ARM
CABINETS
Our Slimline arm cabinets are designed to fit
an articulating arm into a 6" cabinet. The
keyboard and monitor are staggered to
minimize cabinet depth, thus placing the
monitor into a higher poistion in line with eye
sight.

•
FOLDING DOOR DESIGN
The folding door was engineered to allow our
cabinets minimal door protrusion without
sacrificing the work surface used for writing or
preparing medication. The door can be opened
smoothly with one handed operation and has
an assisted self closing mechanism. This door
system allows more flexibility when choosing
computers and other components. Folding
door utilizes our unique door hinging system
giving it the same strength and durability as
our standard door.

•
SLIM LINE COMPUTING
CABINETS
We have several styles of both 4"slim line and
6"slim line cabinets. Space saving, secure and
fully functional computing cabinets for both inroom and hallway placement.

•
•

SWING OUT
COMPUTER CABINETS
The swing out wall mounted computer desk
series is another design based upon
patient/caregiver interaction white maintaining
an efficient workftow. This precision built wall
mount computer workstation is aesthetically
pleasing built to withstand rigorous daily use.

OPEN FAC E COMPUTER
CABINETS
Open face hospital computer wall mount series
offer a small footprint, increases efficiency with
ease of access. This is a functional cabinet for
both hallway and in-room use.

MEDICATION SOLUTIONS

•
STORAGE AND
DISPENSING CABINETS
We offer a variety of designs for medication
solutions, all are fully customizable for your
exact requirements.
With a selection of tocks available, covering a
large range of security levels.

•
INTEGRATED
MEDICATION/COMPUTING
Our custom design and flexible manufacting
processes allow us to easily integrate
medication or storage compartments into any
existing product. Without the toss of any
functionality or options that both our
medication and computing workstations offer.

MEDICAL CART SOLUTIONS

•
•

OBSTETRICS - CARTS
Our obstetrics furniture is designed to
integrate compact IT stations into obstetric
rooms without the loss of function
Aesthetically designed to merge into existing
surroundings, upholding a home like
environment Fully customizable to the
specific needs of your facility and clinicians.

SUPPLY CARTS
Made using high pressure laminate, able to
withstand all chemical cleaning solutions to
ensure a sterile environment Exceeds all
continuous use applications Designed with
rounded edges for durability and a true custom
furniture look. Completely customizable to your
exact requirement with many locking solutions
and anti-tip safety features.

SLIMLINE MODULAR WALL SYSTEMS
Slimline modular wall systems are a versilile and complete solution for
medical facilities.
Flexible modular design allows the hospitals to order a cabinet system,
that is specific to your own requirements. configurations that may include
drawers, mobile carts, display shelves, television, computers, glove
storage, wardrobe, medication supply & storage. This custom and
flexible approach will allow you to create a wall system that incompasses
all task at hand.
You can also choose to expand the cabinetry at a future date with the
same ease.
This flexible design and manufacturing process also allows for fast and
simple installation, reducing on-site work time, for minimal intrusion on
your facility.

�

Flexible
Flexible design and
manufacturing allows for
complete customization.

�

Easy to install
Can be installed, easily,
within a few hours.

�

Aesthetics
Can be designed to match
any room or decor, existing
or new.

�

Security
Sevaral levels of security
available to protect
contents.

